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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JUL20 1223 16 1228 1213 1207 JUL20 106,25 2,65 106,40 104,20 103,60

SEP20 1244 16 1248 1232 1228 SEP20 107,75 2,55 107,90 105,75 105,20

NOV20 1263 16 1266 1254 1247 DEC20 109,75 2,40 109,90 108,00 107,35

JAN21 1282 15 1284 1268 1267 MAR21 111,70 2,30 111,95 110,00 109,40

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1190-1170 & 1145-1110
Resistances: 1215, 1255 & 1345

New York ICE:

Supports: 101,75-100,25
Resistances: 107,25, 111,50, 116,75 & 123,25
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

The Brazilian Real seems to be gradually correcting the consecutive devaluation hikes that we saw in recent weeks after the message from the President of the

Central Bank about ammunition into the exchange rate to prevent the Real from depreciating more against the dollar.

The expectation is that the quality of the coffee from the 2020/21 crop will be better than the previous one, given the greater maturity and uniformity found in
the fields this year.

Significant Industry demand this week mainly for forward positions. Differentials trade aggressive and more industry demand is expected to pop up soon.

The big new is that Somar are reporting that parts of Parana and Minas Gerais will report freezing temperatures in the coming days, and some winter-corn and
coffee crops may get an isolated and weak frost. For coffee, the highest frost risk is seen in the Varginha municipality with a forecast of 3 degrees Celsius on

May 28-29. Southern Parana may face a weak to moderate frost from May 26-28th.

Vietnam received good and widespread showers in Gia Lai province over the past week, the region has been very dry for a long period and a cause of concern.

These rains have provided needed relief for coffee plants, now longer-term rains will be important for cherry filling and development.

Rabobank noted that Vietnam production is likely to be hit by dry weather. The bank now sees Vietnam production down half a million bags from their prev.
forecast at 29.4m bags for 20/21.

Farm gate price continue to trade in the range of 31,000 to 31,800 VND/KG. Farmers continue to liquidate the remainder of their crop. FOB differentials
continued to strengthen on an attractively priced Robusta market and tight supplies.

Honduras - As per the USDA, the production forecast for marketing year 2020/21 is 6.1 million bags, a 9% increase from the previous year. The export forecast

for 2020/21 should achieve 5.6 million bags. The Government of Honduras is implementing a program to donate fertilizer to more than 90,000 small and medium
coffee producers, who contribute 84% of Honduras’s total coffee production. By providing fertilizer, the Government aims to increase overall coffee production,

which contributes 5% of the gross domestic product (GDP) and 30% of the agricultural GDP. The Honduran economy depends on coffee export revenue to
generate foreign exchange. The majority of the small and medium sized producers do not have access to further credit to invest in farm management, or they
are already in debt from previous loans. The lack of maintenance to the coffee farms represents a risk for the spread of coffee rust. In order to help prevent

potential negative impacts from the current situation, including COVID-19 related economic stress, the Government of Honduras is providing credits at low
interest rates for the Coffee and agricultural sector producers.

As per the USDA, Colombian coffee production is forecast to recover at 14.1 million bags in marketing year 2020/21. Revised production estimates for

2019/20 crop down from 14.3 to 13.8 million bags mainly due to the measures taken to avoid the spread of Covid-19 that has disrupted the supply chain, also
affecting export levels. Some concerns have been voiced about a lack of hand labor to pick cherries, which requires support from other regions for certain areas.
Forecast for rains in the northern and central coffee regions of above normal levels the next few days. The nationwide quarantine has been extended until May

31st after which a gradual return is expected.

Mexico - Production in the 12 months starting October 2020 may rise to 3.9m bags from 3.7m a year earlier, the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service said.
Exports may climb to 3.03m bags from 2.97m. Despite multiple government and private sector initiatives to increase production, the forecast shows only a
moderate increase. Challenges to growth include low global prices, labor shortages, little to no information or marketing systems, and the emergence of the

coffee borer pest.

As per the USDA, El Salvador’s output in the 12 months starting October 2020 may extend a slump to a record low 475,000 bags from 505,000 on previous
year.

The USDA forecasts a rebound of Uganda’s coffee production rising 13% to 4.8m bags during crop 2020/2021 due to good weather, and harvests from

recently established plantations. Ugandan coffee exports to both traditional and new markets are also expected to increase, with the recovery of exports to the
Sudan being a major boost. These developments will bring back to line Uganda’s ambitious program to grow its coffee sector. Uganda has been implementing its

National Coffee Policy for more than five years now. The policy aims at diversifying markets, promoting sustainable production systems, value addition, and
increasing domestic consumption.

Ignorance about the causes of the Covid-19 pandemic has given rise in Uganda to conspiracy theories related to high-yielding clonal coffee that has been grown
in the country for over 30 years bringing better productivity and incomes to farmers. The confusion created around the pronunciation of the word “clonal” with

“corona” (virus) has caused some gullible farmers to fear even going to their clonal coffee gardens.

Kenya - Covid-19 has not affected so much farming activities. Set back has been on pace of cherry-picking. To maintain social distancing, few pickers can work
on farms. And on the export front speed of moving shipments to the port continue slowly. There is scarcity of food-grade containers and some shipping lines
have canceled some of their scheduled calls to Mombasa because of reduced imports.

India - Good rains continued to this week. Also, in the coffee growing regions and farmers started fertilizing their farms. So far, the new crop development is

promising with favorable growing conditions. About a third of the current crop is still held by the farmers and will be released gradually throughout the off
season. USDA estimates 2020/21 coffee crop (Oct/Sep) to increase by nearly 9% to 5.3 million bags. Moderate pre-blossom showers and adequate soil moisture
levels coupled with prospects of a near normal monsoon are expected to improve yields in the primary coffee growing regions.

Coffee consumers in Belgium are changing their habits switching from traditional filter coffee to capsules, a new study reveals. Last year, the sales of capsule
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last high low

1,0975 1,09802 1,08926

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

China sought to reassure Hong Kong and the rest of the world by declaring the city’s judiciary will remain independent even if proposed new national security

laws take effect, but doubt still exists and persists. There was a resurgence in demonstrations in HK over the weekend. China pushed back against the
blacklisting of 33 of its firms by the US and defended its crackdown in Xinjiang that prompted the action. It urged the US to withdraw the measures, but didn’t

announce any retaliatory steps.

Stock markets globally rallied amidst more signs of economies reopening.

WTI sailed past $34 a barrel following a prediction from Russia that the market may rebalance as early as next month.

Today's indicative EURUSD range would be around 1.0910-1.0990.

Coffee consumers in Belgium are changing their habits switching from traditional filter coffee to capsules, a new study reveals. Last year, the sales of capsule

coffee machines reached 260,000 units overtaking for the first time the sales of traditional filter coffee machines with 248,000 units sold. The prime mover in
that segment is Nestlé, with Nespresso, Dolce Gusto, and Starbucks by Nespresso capsules, which arrived to Belgian supermarkets last year.

Costa Coffee are re-opening 58 more stores in the UK this week for take away and drive-thru.

A syndicate of lenders is moving to liquidate Haode Investment Inc, a privately held company owned by Luckin Coffee chairman Charles Zhengyao Lu, in a bid
to recoup losses on more than US$500 million in margin loans. A formal request had been filed on the matter by Crédit Suisse. The Chairman and co-founder of

Luckin Coffee Inc., apologized for the accounting scandal has embroiled the coffee chain in a huge crisis and expressed his disappointment and regret as Nasdaq
asked the company to withdraw from the market without waiting for the final investigation result. He said he firmly believes that Luckin’s business model is valid.

And now, despite the double impact of the epidemic and the scandal, thousands of stores of Luckin are still striving to maintain operations.

Israel’s Strauss Group reported on Monday lower profits, but higher revenues for the first quarter of 2020. The maker of snacks, fresh food and coffee posted

adjusted net profit of 171 million shekels ($48.4 million) in the January-March period, down from 172 million a year earlier. Coffee sales fell 5.6% from a year
earlier to 844 million shekels ($238.87 million), but were up 5% excluding foreign exchange effects. Strauss is one of the market leaders for roast and ground

coffee in Central and Eastern Europe. In Brazil its Tres Coracoes joint venture is the market leader with a 28.2% share.

The German football team of Werder Bremen has launched a limited edition of special Peruvian specialty coffee with the help Peruvian football legend

Claudio Pizarro, the fifth highest goal scorer in Bundesliga history with 197 goals and the all-time top scorer for Werder Bremen. The export product comes from
the ACPC Pichanaki Cooperative (Chanchamayo, Junín), has a cup score of 87 and will be available until June 30.

ICE certified stocks were left unchanged on Friday at 1,790,305 bags. There were no gradings, with 5,985 bags pending grading.
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